Our Premium Gin Menu…………..
Hendricks- Distilled and bottled in Scotland, Hendrick’s is a gin with a subtly different recipe that includes
rose petals and cucumber alongside more traditional botanical ingredients. 41.4% abv. Cucumber garnish
Brighton Gin - Clear and bright in the glass, the subtle notes of juniper come to the fore as you
swirl, releasing sweet-scented fresh citrus and a touch of spice and hints of orange. 40% abv. Orange
garnish
Blackdown Gin - Blackdown Sussex Dry Gin is distilled 7 times from 100% British wheat, infused with 11
botanicals. Blended with only pure Sussex water, charcoal filtered with the Silver Birch sap added after
distillation. 37.5 abv. Orange garnish
Brooklyn Gin - Crisp, clean and balanced, Brooklyn Gin is a craft spirit made in New York with fresh citrus
peels and hand-cracked juniper. 40% abv. Lime garnish
London No.1 Gin - The London Nº1 consists of 12 different botanicals from around the world. Twelve
carefully chosen ingredients that create a unique gin. The striking turquoise-blue colour derives from
maceration with gardenia flowers. 47% abv. Orange garnish
Langley’s No.8 - Named after the number of botanicals used, Langleys’s No.8 is a big, robust gin.The initial
big flavours of juniper and coriander are followed by a sweet and zesty zing of citrus. 41.7% abv. Grapefruit
and basil garnish
Silent Pool - is produced on the Albury Estate in the Surrey Hills, right next to the Silent Pool, a beautiful,
mysterious spring-fed lake. Silent Pool features 24 botanicals, including kaffir lime, chamomile, local honey
and lavender. 43% abv. Orange garnish
Sipsmith - The Sipsmith distillery is based in West London and boasts the first copper pot still to be installed
and used in London for 200 years (which they named Prudence). It's the distillery that helped spearhead the
London gin revival. It is a particularly dry gin with a wonderful burst of juniper and a zesty, citrus freshness.
41.6% abv. Lime garnish or dehydrated orange wheel
Hidden Curiosities - Distilled in the Surrey Hills, Hidden Curiosities is a small batch artisan gin handcrafted
with 20 different botanicals featuring the fragrant spices of 5 distinctive peppercorns and green cardamom.
42% abv. Garnish with pink grapefruit or pink peppercorns and green cardamom

Gins all priced at £3.75 for 25ml, double up for 1.50
Simply select your gin and choose your tonic. We suggest:
Fevertree Indian Tonic Water
The subtle and supportive citrus and fruit notes
are perfectly balanced by the bitterness of
natural quinine.

Naturally Light Tonic
Slightly less sweet than the Indian Tonic Water, with
none of the usual cloying aftertastes of artificially
sweetened slimline tonics and 58% fewer calorie

Mediterranean Tonic Water
By blending the essential oils from the flowers, fruits
and herbs gathered from around the Mediterranean
shores with the highest quality quinine Fevertree
have created a unique and delicate tonic

Elderflower Tonic Water
The delicate and sweet flavour of elderflower is
perfectly balanced by the soft bitterness of the
quinine. Providing a summery twist to the classic gin
and tonic

Fevertree Tonic £2.00

